INTENTSIVE GERMAN LANGUAGE COURSE
SHORT TERM PROGRAMS (UNDER 90 DAYS-TOURIST VISA)

Price per week: 390,00 Euros (incl. accommodation)
Location: Hamburg, Dresden, Munich

SERVICE LIST FOR ALL COURSES








Course fees for the language course (25 units per week in small groups, all
levels)
Registration fees
Exam fees
Accommodation
Excursions and trips during the language course
Individual support

Hamburg – Quality of life in a waterside Metropolis
Hamburg is also called the „gate to the world“. The city is the second biggest in Germany
and has a lot to offer: impressive sights, a harbour mood and a multicultural atmosphere,
an exciting history and interesting stories and so much more. Beside this Hamburg is also
a very green city on the water is not just and of the most beautiful cities in Germany. Even
the normally reticent citizens of the Hanseatic city have difficulty hiding their pride about
"their" city.
Dresden – Saxony's baroque capital at the Elbe river
The beautiful city at the Elbe river belongs through the wealth of its cultural and art
treasures as well as its attractive situation to the prettiest cities of Europe. Dresden has
been the residence of sovereigns and kings already since 1425. The most beautiful
buildings of the baroque old town were created during the regency of August the Strong
(1694 -1733), who was simultaneously also king of Poland. He was a great sponsor of the
arts and enriched the saxon treasury with numerous precious objects. About 3000 works
out of this collection are issued in the green vault. It is the largest art collection of this
type in Europe. http://www.sights-and-culture.com/Germany/Dresden-Zwinger-2.jpgOne of the
most famous buildings is also the Zwinger. In its architecture, the baroque building is
modelled on a Roman amphitheater. Another highlight is the Semper Opera house, the
Brühl's Terraces, numerous historic restaurants or the spectacular nature called
“Elbsandstandgebirge”.

Munich- the capital of Bavaria and a must-see for everyone who wants to get to
know the south of Germany
There is no place better to experience the typical Bavarian flair and the warm character of
Bavarian’s than Munich. Munich combines various stylistic periods into a stunning mix of
historical and modern architecture. King Ludwig I influenced Munichs townscape with his
pompous and generous architecture with broad avenues and the contrast between
classicistic restraint and baroque profusion. Bold creativity and innovation have set new
architectural accents all over the city. The world-renowned tent roof, the landmark of the
Olympic Park, inspires spectators even four decades after its construction. The Allianz
Arena is regarded Germany’s most beautiful and thrilling soccer stadium. The recently
opened BMW Welt is a milestone of dynamic architecture. The best of all? Try a real
German “Biergarten” and you would like to stay forever.

